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A SWAN SINGS

It is a charming idea, probably quite untrue, that a swan signals its
approaching end with a solitary song. At any rate, we who may be
called the House of Gane find satisfaction in the thought of gliding
peacefully away to the notes of a graceful valediction.
s7e are well aware that many of our friends will hear the news of the
closure of this business with surprise and, perhaps, regret. We want
them all to know that the decision to bring our work to an end was
taken calmly, deliberately, and in the best of spirits.
At this point in our story it may seem odd that we should feel talka-
tive, and yet there have never been so many things that we wanted
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came to us, so far as we know, as an act of charity. We have always
striven to give a fair exchange, and in a sense, we owe no gratitude.
But there is more in business than the bare bones of honest selling
and satisfied buying. \I7e have enjoyed the trust and friendship of
some customers for many years, and of some families for genera-
tions. People who might with good reason have bought in cheaper
markets have preferred to scrape for a while in order to buy from
us. Some have been patient with our shortcomings, others have held
us firmly to our own true standards.

For all loyalty, for faith in us, for words of appreciation and useful
criticism, for bills punctually paid and the always acceptable bonus
of good humour, we here and now give thanks.

This, surely, is also the moment when our thoughts may properly
wander over the r3o years of the firm's history, and we think it is
more than sentiment that prompts us to set down an outline of the
adventure.

For the history of the House of Gane is also the history ofthe English
home for over a century. When we began to sell furniture George IV
was on the throne, and the drawings of Sheraton, Hepplewhite and
chippendale, circulating quietly through the land in their published
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portfolios, were casting upon the background of living an elegant

reflection of sense and sensibiliry.

Alas that we have no records of the firm in those aesthetically hrppy

days. Our annals begin with the flood tide of Victorian taste when

the virtues of solid material and sound craftsmanship were so often

overlaid with the opulent detail which social status and 'value for

money' seemed to require.

we have lived, too, through the brief, uneasy renaissance of Art
Nouveau before reaching the calm and rational solutions of the

modern movement. Far be it from us to pretend that everything

produced under the great umbrella of 'modern design' has been

teautiful. Horrors have been perpetrated by designers who were

merely following a fashion rather than creating new forms from a

h"ppy relationship of needs and means. But our contention is that

*t.rL the modern movement has been truly understood, furniture

has been, in form and function, the most satisfactory to be made

for more than a hundred Years.

The best modern designers have, in fact, carried on from that point

early in the nineteenthcentury when the true continuity was broken,

,nd b..".se the issues have now been made so clear, design ought

never again to stray from the sensitive expression of material, con-

structi; and use which is the very grammar of beauty in everyday

things.

But, at the moment, you may be less interested in our convictions

than in the reason why we are going out of business? It is a complex

matter but we will make it as short as possible. The House of Gane

has existed by giving a service that nobody else in Bristol gave. The

furnishings we sold were better in quality and more distinguished

in taste. ih.t. were enough people whose income and cultivation

inclined them to turn to us for things which they could get nowhere

else. And the best of those were the things we made in our own

workshops. Though we do say it ourselves, there was an integrity

of craftsmanship and a quality of finish in the furniture we made

that was never quite matched by even the best of mass-production.

What is the poiition today? Our showrooms and our workshops

were destroy.a ty enemy action in r94o. We became, simply, a

furniture shop, and a small shop at that. Great kindness and loyalty
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were shown us, but we are not the Same business-and it is not the
same world.

There is now no class which can afford to pay a good deal more for
a difference of quality which hardly shows on the surface at all. For
the big furniture factories have learnt a great deal about design(from
agencies such as the Council of Industrial Design, which are them-
selves the legacy of pioneers in the modern movement) and their
productions can now satisfy all but the most exacting demands. In
other words, the levelling of income and taste has made it virtually
impossible to maintain the highest standard of quality, but the same

process has raised ttre general standard to a remarkable extent.

As one of our friends put it 'You have taught the other shops how

to sell good modern design, and now they have caught up with you'.

That is true; our good friends and competitors can now sell exactly

the same things as we do, at the same prices, but in far greater

variety, in many times the space, with credit facilities and all the

other attractions of a department store.

Furthermore, not only have several Bristol shops embarked on

ambitious building schemes, but one great national store plans to
spend a million on a Bristol branch. No doubt, if the House of Gane

were bursting with youth and idle capital we should adapt ourselves

to the radically altered situation and find a new niche. But these

conditions do not obtain. We have no wish to become an entirely
different sort of business, and as it happens, that painful mutation
is quite unnecessary. We prefer to take our cue and go while the

going is good.

But before we do, let us trace the outline of our history and, as a

last word, set down the principles by which we have been moved

and the ideals by which, if we deserve such an honour, we should

like to be remembered.

The story begins in legend. Henry Trapnell (1798-1864) was a glue-

maker in St James', Bristol, and the tale goes that his wife went to

London and bought some'1oo' tables which she then sold in Bristol.
Was this a masterful woman who found an irresistible way to push

her husband up the social ladder? At any rate, the same year in
which Henry started his business she bore him a son, and good care

was taken that the boy should bring the highest talent to the firm.
5
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The Marriage Chest for Princess Beatrice designed by Caleb Trapnell and
made by the finn in 1885. A side panel illustrates the sailing of Cabot from
Bristol, and the carved lid shows Queen Elizabeth I visiting the crty.
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Caleb Trapnell (r824-r9o3) was a man of outstanding character and
ability, who might well sit for a portrait of the best kind of Victorian.
He had a good art training at the West of England Academy where
he won a bronze medal for a model of Hercules. He was a meticulous
designer, and a business man with ideas ahead of his time on the
technical and artistic training of employees. He was a fine Christian
and a pillar of nonconformity who gave much of his leisure to the
Bristol Benevolent Institution of which he was a founder and
honorary secretary for thirty-four years.

Some of the elders among us can remember Caleb Trapnell. George
Iles who was with us for fifty years writes 'He was very particular
that designs for his cabinet makers should be clear . . . and easy to
understand and copy. He would spend many hours modelling. . .
and some of his models are in the Fine Arts Academy at present.

'Mr Caleb was a very particular man. He came to the workshop one
day to see a couch we were making for him. It was ready to go home
and he surprised his upholsterers by stamping and walking up and
down on the seat.

'He engaged me as an upholsterer, and almost my first job was to
go and see a customer . . . I wanted to know before f went what iob
I had to do and what tools I wanted. I saw him in his office and his
answer was ('Take enough tools to knock down a house and then
re-build it."'
After the death of Henry Trapnell in 1864 C,aleb took his younger
brother William into partnership and the firm was known as C. and
W. Trapnell, but I7illiam died at the early age of 47.
Already by r85r the work of the fifln had attained sufficient notice
to be shown in the furniture section of the Prince Consort's Great
Exhibition. A year later in Paris, Mr Iles tells us, we sent 'a very
fine sample of a sideboard . . . massive, bold, decorative, specially
made to illustrate the various menus of that age-pheasants, grapes,
various fruits, etc.'

In 1863 the City of Bristol turned to Caleb Trapnell for the 'Bristol
Casket', part of the civic wedding present to Her Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales (later Queen Alexandra). This was a magnificent
affair made of oak from St Mary Redcliffe, with panels showing
painted vignettes of Bristol scenes, and a wealth of carving to repre-
sent the arms and emblems of famous citizens and institutions of
the city, to say nothing of English, Welsh and Danish mottoes, and
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a gallant tag from Shakespeare 'The expectancy and rose of this
fair state'.

It does not detract from the skill with which this casket was made,

nor from the honour of making it, to wonder what on earth the
Royal family do with these elaborate gifts, of which they must now
have an almost unmanageable collection. Where, for instance, is

now the Marriage Chest made for the wedding of Princess Beatrice

and Prince Henry of Battenberg in 1885? It contained a coverlet

embroidered by the ladies of Bristol, and the imposing chest was

designed by Caleb Trapnell and made by the firm. A few years

before, when 'Bobs' (Sir Frederick Roberts, later Field Marshal

and Earl) was entertained by the Society of Merchant Venturers,
the casket containing an Address had been designed by Caleb, and

the carver needed a magnifying glass to see what he was doing. At
this funaion, and indeed at most distinguished and royal visits

for many years, the decoration and furnishing of reception rooms

was in the hands of the firm, and many regal compliments were paid.

It is impossible not to bqintrigued by the thought of what happened

in 1878. The firm fittedtup a sumptuous pavilion for the visit of the

Prince of Wales to the Royal Show. On the night before, one of the
stars of the show+ pedigree bull-got into the pavilion. He seems,

however, to have been somewhat overawed by his surroundings and

he did only slight damage.

In these ways the firm was woven, as it were, into the fabric of the

city's ceremonial life. But, naturally, its own growth and prosperity
lay in the furnishing of ordinary-and a few extraordinary-homes.
At the Bath and West Show at Worcestet tn fi74, the Gloucester

Chronicle thought that 'special attention will be directed to the

assortment of Art Furniture designed and manufactured by Mr C.

Trapnell of Bristol. . . The following are among the dep4rtments
illustrated: (r) Farmhouse and Cottage Furniture, (z) Clergy and

Country Villa Furniture, $) Superior Furniture for Country and

Town Mansions . . . In contrast with the beautiful olivewood cabinet

supplied to the Prince of Wales' Pavilion at 7o guineas, will be a
pretty black and gold cabinet for 7os., and a Farmhouses sideboard

for f,5)

Here is the fuIl panoply of the Victorian caste system, with eirery-

body neatly in his place. The rich man in his casde, the poor man

at his gate-not only had God made them high and lowly, but
8



A massive sideboard designed by Caleb Trapnell for the Mansion House,
Clifton. In his book on Bristol, Tudor Edwards refers to 'the banqueting hall
furniture of Riga oak, and, in the reception room, the neo-Jacobean furniture
of oak and walnut inlaid with gold'.
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The dining room of a country house furnished and panelled by P. E. Gane in a

sombre variant of the Jacobean style which was fashionable in the early rgoos.
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Mr Trapnell had furniture suited to their estate! The newspaper
pointed out that 'it is comparatively easy to produce sumptuous
furniture fit only for palaces, but what is wanted . . . is a class of
furniture that shall be suited to the requirements of good middle
class families of our merchants and clergy and country gentry and
for the matter of that, for cottagers even, and at such prices as shall
make it easy and pleasant to buy . . . Mr Trapnell's exhibit dispels
all fears as to prices and meets, as we think, the most limited purse,
whilst it is also quite up to the most princely requirements, and
in every example from the highest to the lowest there runs the golden
thread of an educated taste and a freshness and originality which
few furniture manufacturers possess.'

It must be remembered, of course, that an educated taste did not
then imply an austere delight in pure form. It was a taste for historS
and for romantic reminiscence, as we may gather from a description
of this same exhibit in The Post. 'The articles comprise a suite of
pitch pine bedroom furniture, decorated with purple ornament-
of very simple character, but most effective-in the Early English
style. A noble sideboard in the Greek renaissance style, remarkable
for its careful proportions and chaste ornamentation, and manu-
factured in black walnut. A Gothic brass half-tester bedstead, with
circular cornice, relieved with semi-arched coronals and hung with
tapestry draperies. This masterly work in the Gothic style is from
the design of Mr Caleb Trapnell. . .'

And what were the prices which the country clergy and other im-
poverished gentry were asked to pay? The figures are mouth-water-
ing for young people who are setting up house in these days. At
some time in the 'eighties'the firm drew up a scheme for furnishing
a six-room villa for dlS 6s.6d.l A walnut sideboard for the dining-
room was to cost d7 ros., a bordered Art Kendal carpet {r r5s.,
and a Persian hearthrug tos. 6d., while a pair of tapestry curtains
was 23s. For the drawingroom the complete suite of Vicarage settee,
two armchairs, and four single chairs in tapestry cost only {8. The
'Bristol' suite for the best bedroom, including of course a marble-
top washstand, was supplied at f,9. The hall was to have rz sq. yds.
of fnoleum for 3os., and rz yds. of art felt staircarpet at rs. 9d. cost
a guinea. The carpet for the servant's bedroom-quality unstated-
was estimated at 7s. 6d.

That the furniture we made then was pretty substantial is vouched
II



for by a letter we received in r95o. It was from the son of a former

customer who had furnished his house from our Cardiff branch in
r89o. Sixty years later the son wrote: 'With the exception of the

carpets the stuffis still in use and in excellent condition. The dining-

room suite has the original covers, except the two armchairs, and

though the material is looking worn, it is not bad, and the frames

are pirfect, so are the springs . . . Both bedroom suites are in excel-

lenf condition, and so are the bedsteads, with the original box

mattresses . . . The furniture was used by a family of five children
and later by five grandchildren, and still no one would change it
for a modern suite costing as much as the whole of this bi11.' And
the whole of the bill? We looked up the original invoice and there

it was-{rr4 9s. 3d. plus {r for the 'Man's time and fares fixing
same'. An Axminster carpet cost d6 6s., a W'alnut and gold over-

mantel 25s., and Brussels staircarpet was 3s. 9d. a yard.

Perhaps it will be salutary at this point to see why prices were so

Iow. They were low because workers were paid very little and worked

very hard, and nobody today would want those prices back-on
those terms. Ever since Caleb Trapnell's time this firm has been

ahead of current ideas on the treatment of stafl yet consider the

recollections jotted down by members of the staff who could re-

member the old days. First, P. E. Gane himself (in some notes

made when he was 83). He was engaged as a young man of 20 by

Caleb, and his weekly remuneration was to be successively 8s., Ios.,

I4s.,I75,2ls.-(to cease during absence from any cause whatever.

In summer commence business punctually at 7 a.m.In winter half
past seven. Leave every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 6.30.

Other days at 7 p.m:

A clerk engaged about r89o remembered hours as '8 to 6, ] hour

for lunch, Saturdays 8 to 4. I was paid rzs. per week with a promise

of a rise if I deserved it. I was told "we pay our people here what

they are worth".
,The hours were subject to the work of the day being done, but it
never seemed to be done until 7 or 7.3o. . . Anything in the interest

of the business I was told was my work . . . Three things we never

said: No time. Not my work. Could not do it. There were then no

telephones or type machines. . . Mr Trapnell was good at advice.

He once said "Always please the ladies". Also he said make every-

thing clear, but he put it another way: ((Treat everybody as fools.
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You know, Huggins, I think you are one-and I expect you think
I am" . . . Mr Trapnell would often give me rs. to take a telegram.

Perhaps it would come to \ld. and I took the change back to him.
He would look at it and say t'What is that, Huggins?" "Your
change, Sir." "Put it in your pocket."'
That is Victorian business for you, hard, practical, wordly wise, but
with real warmth of man-to-man relationship under the surface.

Our outdoor workers often had a rough time of it. One who started

with us in r9o4 writes 'one never knew from day to day where the
next job might be . . . it was unwise to make arrangements to go

anywhere in the evening or Saturday afternoon. I have worked nine
consecutive Saturdays. At that time the getting to and from work
was not what it is today. There were no buses to take you in the
country, so it meant a great deal of walking, and we carried heavy

tool bags. Trains in the country districts were also few and far
between, and if one was missed, you had often hours to wait for
the next one. I have walked sixteen miles from Winscombe, and

been in Bristol before the next train started from there, rather than
hang about.

'If we were unable to get home at night, we were allowed zs. 3d.
for bed and breakfast. Accommodation was not always what one

would wish. Another employee and myself once slept on the floor
at Whittington Barracks, Lichfield, and on going to Penarth we got
a lift up in the world-we slept on a billiard table. Well, all these

experiences brought Friday and we used to take it in our stride.'

An employee at our Newport branch remembers the days of horse

and van deliveries. On a long iourney, say to Abergavenny, with
twenty to thirty calls to make, the van would be loaded up overnight
and the driver would set off soon after 4 in the morning. The roads

were flooded in winter and often he had to lead the horse knee deep

through the water. One of the firm's'old age pensioners' has summed
it up like this: 'Although we had no luxuries, more kicks than pen-
nies, no spoon feeding, we took an interest in the welfare of the firm.
Life was hard but we were used to it. It was the age of character
building.'

Philip Endres Gane (r848-r%) ioined
1868. In r88o, when he was 32, Caleb
partnership on somewhat onerous terms,

the firm as office boy in
Trapnell took him into

and 'Trapnell and Gane'
r3
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began its great expansion. Caleb was the designer and craftsman,
Philip the business organizer.

In temperament and type of ability the two men were very different;
in conviction and character they were cast in the same mould. For
P. E. Gane was also a product of the fervent Wesleyan movement
which had so deeply influenced Bristol and the West Country. He
was an ambitious man with a strong urge to escape from the poverty
of his youth, yet he would not have dreamt of leaving his shop blinds
undrawn over the week-end. Customers who had been tempted on
the Sabbath to desire new furnishings were not wanted at Trapnell
and Gane. All secular thinking ended on Saturday night, and once
when a visitor to Bristol called at Philip's house on a Sunday after-
noon to discuss a business matter as it was his only opportunity
before leaving the city, he was politely told that a complete
distinction was made between that day and others, and the
interview ended abruptly.

In the 'eighties a branch was opened at Cardiff which furnished
trriffrnrms;ruffbftn'r,rneJnhrymratrdwrrdserLpitrrJry,shtf rynrgm?g-
nates. \Vith the tact of the times, cottage furniture was dispensed
from other premises in the city. For family reasons the Cardiff
business was sold in r93o.

In 1889 a long lease was taken of splendid ientral premises in New-
port, and a flourishing connexion was formed with the gentry in
and around the growing town. That branch continued until r95o,
and it is still a pleasant memory that our manager Mr H. H. Duck
received a letter from the Mayor, who was also secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce, in which he said 'all the members regret
that a shop of the character of Messrs P. E. Gane is disappearing
from Newport. . . I would like to pay tribute to your unfailing
courtesy and help'.

A final expansion of our manufacturing resources to meet the de-
mands of our three shops took place in r9o3 when a five-floor
factory was built in Hill Street, Bristol.

P. E. Gane was an orderly man and a courteous one. Several of the
older employees can remember his punctual opening of the post
every morning at 8 or 8.3o according to the season, with all the
staffstanding roundto receiveinstrucfions- Quce he sent ame$sage
to a traveller waiting for him in an hotel stockroom to say that he
r4



A house in Penarth decorated and furnished from our Cardiff branch in the
French taste. As the next page shows, the so-called'Louis' sryles were not
always so authentically represented.
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High Class XV. Cabinet.

In this unpleasing piece (from the r9o3 catalogue of P. E. Gane Ltd.) the
.French' influence has dedined to a distorted gesture. In mahogany 'richly
carved'it cost f,25.
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was unavoidably detained for r5 minutes-and those who remember
the intoleiable rudeness of buyers to travellers in those days will
appreciate the action!

Simitarly, Philip Gane required others to treat him honourably.
On one occasion he sent his clerk to a business executive in the
City to collect payment of his overdue account. The clerk called
and asked very politely if it was convenient, etc. etc. He was met
with 'Young man, get out or I will kick you out' and hastily returned
to the Office. On hearing what had happened. Mr Gane, without
a sign of anger, took up his hat and made a friendly visit to the
debtor. This conversation ensFed: 'What did you mean Mr B,
by threatening to kick me out of your shop?' 'I never threatened to
kick you out, only ttrat clerk of yours.' 'Was he insolent?' 'No,
Mr Gane.' 'Well, when you threatened him, you threatened me,
because I sent him.'Mr B's attitude changed at once and there were
profuse apologies.

As quite a young man Philip Gane had saved money and invested
it in property in the growing resort of Minehead. $7hen he in turn
was an employer he advised his workers to save with a building
sociery. 'When you are out of a job' he told them 'you won't be
tempted to take the first thing that offers at less than the market
rate if you have something to tide you over.'

One old employee remembers a little incident of his early years.

'Mr Gane thought I was looking tired, so he gave me 5s. and said
I could get on the bus and go into the country. My wife and f went
to Cheddar and ate strawberries on the hilltop-I can taste them
now!' Another old timer, who was taught his section of the trade,
rose from 2Ss. a week to a good post in a leading London firm and
then estabtshed his own business. 'I owe it all to Mr P. E. Ganer'
he said. 'He made a man of me.'

Regularly Philip Gane would don his frock coat and silk hat and
take an early train to Paddington. Then by the smoke-filled tunnels
of the old Metropolitan he would visit ttre cabinet makers of the
East End to supplement his own factory production. Many of the
firms were small ]ewish concerns and the level of craftsmanship was
high. Hard bargains were struck; Mr Gane got his furniture at a
keen price because his suppliers knew they would be paid at once.
Gane believed with equal force in the virtue of promptitude, and
the wisdom of the full seven days discount.
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This decisive, thorough and kindly man held responsible positions
on the city council. He served as a Justice of the Peace and left an
honoured name in Bristol.

When Crofton Endres Gane joined the firm in 1896 the stir of
change was already in the air. It was 'fin de siEcle'. In the world of
furnishing and decoration the work and the criticism of William
Morris were having their effects. The century of solid values dis-
solved in Celtic Twilight, writhing lily roots and other strange
novelties of Art Nouveau replaced the certainties of classic and
Gothic decoration.

When the firm became a limited company in r9o9 'Mr Crofton' was

appointed director and vice-chairman. He took over the chairman-
ship on the death of his father in 1933. Crofton Gane was (and at

76 happily zs) a man of exceptionally open mind and vigorous, quest-
ing spirit. Soon after he returned in r9r9 from war service with the
Friends Ambulance Unit something started in Bristol which in-
fluenced the whole life of the firm. It was the formation of a local
branch of the Design and Industries Association.

Now, the D.I.A. had been launched in r9r5 by a bunch of idealists
in business who were appalled at the sudden decline in the standard
of design in manufactured goods which became apparent with the
disappearance of German, Austrian-and indeed all foreign pro-
duction from British shops at the begtnning of the war. The D.I.A.
set out to show that good design was also good business and that
if Britain was to hold its place in world markets it would have to
make better use of its designers, especially in the fields of textiles,
furniturer'pottery and printing. It was not primarily concerned
with the contribution of the solitary hand-craftsman, important as

that is, but with good design for machine production. Its stirring
battle-cry was 'Fitness for Purpose'. Crofton Gane was just the
type to be drawn into such a movement, and when, with a D.I.A.
party, he visited the epoch-making Paris Exhibition of ryz5he knew
what his vocation was to be. He saw at once that a new and vital
idea was expressing itself in furniture, decoration and colour, md
he felt the unmistakable call to introduce it to his own city and the
West Country.

But ttre operation was not as simple as it sounds on paper thirty
r8
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This is described in the r9o3 catalogue as a 'Drawing Room in the Style
Edward VII'. It is a ripe specimen of what we now call Art Nouveau, but we
may assume that not many of King Edward's subjects plunged into such a
wholehearted departure from the traditional English forms.
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years afterwards. \trUhere was the stockto comefrom?Vlhatdesigners
could he draw upon? What would the public think-and what
would his father think-of the new development? Having failed to
convince P. E. Gane by argument, Crofton conceived the happy
idea of transforming overnight a showroom in College Green into
a small exhibition of contemporary furniture. This was brought
over from Richter of Bath, and Crofton recalls that the expression
on his father's face when he walked into this minor revolution was

'beyond description'. But the elder Gane's fear that bankruptcy must
20



The r9o3 catalogue also contains these pleasant evidences of the rising
English cottage style. The overmantel and corner seat are reminiscent of the
charming country houses of C. F. A. Voysey. The oak dresser with hand-
hammered iron fittings cost {r5 ros.

inevitably follow this departure from the ways which for forty years
had spelt prosperity were not fulfilled.
Instead, the House of Gane went from strength to strength. Cus-
tomers with the courage to pioneer were found in many parts of
the country, as well as in Bristol, and as Crofton Gane travelled
with the D.I.A. to Scandinavia, Holland and Germany, he was able
to follow closely the growth and maturing of the modern movement,
which he has called 'the symbol of a spiritual adjustment to a new
age'.
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The firm was very fortunate when ]. P. Hu115 one of Britain's best
furniture designers, offered his services to the company. This true
artist and charming man was equally at home with traditional and
modern work, and he had the knack of designing gracefully just
what any particular house required. He knew that good contem-
porary design can indeed live in the same room with Sheraton or
Chippendale.

In 1936, after the brilliant experiment of the Bauhaus at Dessau
had broken up under the pressure of Nazi reaction, its famous
leaders Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer came to England, and
Crofton Gane at once secured Breuer as consultant designer. Breuer
decorated and furnished Mr Gane's new home, and the Gane crafts-
men had the eye-opening experience of making to Breuer's design
some remarkable new furniture for a flat at 'Highpoint'in Highgate,
London. At the Royal Show at Bristol in 1936 Breuer built as a
setting for Gane furniture a pavilion in Costwold stone-the first
demonstration in Britain of the intense stimulation produced by a
revolutionary design in an ancient material. All this work was given
nation-wide publicity by the architectural press.

Another famous architect associated with Gane at this time was
\tr7ells Coates who built inside the firm's showrooms a prototype of
his 'Flexunit'flat. In this a wonderful sense of space, and great ease

of working were achieved by cleverly designed unit furniture.
In the single decade of the r93os the House of Gane, while never
ceasing to be a shop selling good unadventurous furniture in a

provincial city, became something else as well. It became a forcing
house of new ideas, a leader of experiment in a changing epoch. In
1946 when Lord Pakenham, representing the Government, was
speaking at a D.I.A. luncheon, he said 'I should like to pay tribute
to a number of people whose names it is indispensable to put on
record'. He mentioned ten names which stood for modern design
in everyday things, and one of them was Gane.

While Crofton Gane was quite obviously enjoying the aesthetic
adventure of those years, he also turned the attention of the com-
pany to the vital matter of 'human relations' with its co-workers.
A bonus scheme was introduced in 1935. At first a percentage of the
nett profits (after charging a fixed sum for dividends and the pay-
22



A bookcase typical of the simple
work. Date about Tg3o.

contemporary elegance of J. P. Hully's
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The epoch-making pavilion built by Marcel
furniture at the Royal Show of r 936.
24
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ment of Directors) constituted a fund which was distributed in
the following way: participating shares were allotted to every em-
ployee who had completed a year's service with the company-
r share for every dro of annual salary, and z shares for every com-
plete year of service (limited to 6o shares in all), ro extra shares for
every married employee, with additional units for loyalty, children,
ability and special services. A later development of the scheme has
divided the available profit between shareholders and workers by
a coflrmon percentage on capital and on wage total.
On the employees' outing to Brighton in 1936, Mr Gane put to
them a proposal for compassing the total hours worked within a
five-day week. This was readily accepted and has operated ever
since in the factory.

Another charge upon the nett profits each year has been the build-
ing up of a reserve fund to maintain a superannuation scheme.
Latterly, payments have borne a relation to the income received at
the time of leaving the companS thus for the first year of this period,
one half of the previous earnings was paid. This proportion fell by
the stages of one third, one quarter, until a basic level was reached
and conunued.

As the continuance of these payments dependJcl upon making nett
profit, no guarantee for their indefinite continuance was possible,
although there has been no cessation so far in the history of the
fund.

In ry37 a medical adviser was appointed to the firm. He wrote in
our little paper News of Gane'The doctor's role obviously is to
keep everyone in the business, including the managing director and
departmental heads, in top form! Such elementary matters as light-
ing, heating, ventilation, etc. . . . can make a surprising difference if
brought up to present day standards.' Periodical examination of staff
and advice on diet were part of the doctor's work. Some of our
people have their diet sheets still, but whether they strictly adhere
to them is another matter!

After the war, the firm increased the length of the lunch break once
a week so that talks and discussion on religious and social questions
could take place. Crofton Gane, himseli continued to take a keen
interest in, The Folk House a centre for education and the arts which
he had first promoted in tg2o, and he made frequent trips, as he
had done for years, to various surrounding bodies to lecture on

25
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Design, often accompanied by fabrics and furniture so that beauty

could be its own recommendation.

On the night of Novemb er 24r I94o, there was a long and devastating

raid on the centre of Bristol, and our large showrooms on College

Green were totally destroyed. With them went countless pieces of
fine furniture, and many of our records. Soon afterwards, our work-

shops in Portland Square and also our warehouse suffered the same

fate and went down in flames.

Almost before the citizens of Bristol had recovered from the shock

of these raids, Gane had opened up in two rooms and a basement,

and the measure of public sympathy and support was warming to

the heart. A local friend wrote 'Words are just too inadequate to

express our feelings for you in all the things that have befallen you;

w6 must leave it to you to understand. It is obvious, however, that

you have not lost the greatest gifts of all, the spirit, thetourage and

ihe witl to go on in spite of all adversities. We value you in the life

of Bristol today.'

There were some wonderful letters, but we particularly liked this

very practical one from a craftsman who supplied the firm with
beautifully made fire-irons: 'Without wishing in any way to be

charitable, I am sending you an invoice recei ted for the amount of
my account. I feel as Englishmen we should, as far as we are able,

help to shoulder each others' misfortunes, and I desire you to con-

sider the af c paid.'

Another well-wisher, thinking that the upholsterers must have lost

their tools, sent 'some oddments of kit which may be useful to them'.

And this brings us naturally enough to the theme of community

and inter-relationship on which we want to close. When Eric Gill
visited our showrooms in I94o before their destruction he seemed

so much to like what we were making and selling that we asked him
to write a statement Art and Business which we circulated in booklet

form, and which has since appeared, with acknowledgment to us,

in his last book, Essalts. The great designer and critic wrote: 'How
can we find good things? What guarantee can we obtain that things

are well made and at a iust price? The first thing to do, whenever
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Breuer entirely re-designed the interior of Crofton E. Gane's own house, and
this furniture was made for it. Revolutionary at the time, these forms have
now become normal at mass production levels.
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possible, is to buy things from the actual makers or from the shop

where they are actually made. That is to say: the first thing is to
re-establish the personal relationship between maker and buyer . . .

The shop is the place where the maker displays his goods, and it is
the place where the buyer cirn most conveniently inspect them-it
is the meeting place of maker and buyer. That is its proper function.
The shopkeeper provides this meeting place. That is frz's function-
he is the servant of both buyer and maker. If we could again establish
shops where the gbods for sale were made by the same firm and as

far as possible on the same premises, and if the manufacturing side
of the business were again given its proper primacy and responsi-
bility-the selling side being honourably humble and subordinate-
then we should be well on the way to the revival of that craftsman-
ship and beauty of design for which British manufacturers were
former$ famous.'

Personal relationships are the best ofall, and fortunately our business

has never been so large as to preclude them. A business is a com-
munity of persons bound by obligations within itselt that is why
we feel that the first charge upon the price of any article is a just

reward to those who make and sellit. And any article which is sold

cheap because its makers are not being properly paid is an iniquity.

But a business is also a community set within the larger community.
If the business exists only to make profits it has quite misunderstood
the nature of relationship. It was Jung who said 'it is the insanity
of the white races that they have lost the religious order of life'.

God, Man, Things, Money, that is the religious order, and in that
there is health and stability. Money exists merely so that things can

be made and shifted. Things exist for the service of Man, and Man
exists for the freedom of serving God. But so much of western
civilization has reversed the order and achieved the life destroying
inversion of Money, Things, Man-with God nowhere.

In this wholly unnatural disorder a man has little joy in his work,
and a man without ioy in his work is being robbed of one of life's
best things. Well, here at P. E. Gane (late Trapnell and Gane) Ltd.
we have had the enormous privilege of enjoying our work, of looking
at our creation and seeing that it was good. Some of us may even

have caught a glimpse, from time to time, of what Amiel meant
when he said 'Earth can only be conquered in the name of heaven'.
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Caleb Trapnell Phillip Endres Gane

Crofton Endres Gane
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EPITOGUE

A charitable and educational trust has been formed by the gift of
shares in the company held by members of the Pffip Endres Gane
farnily.

In this way the Gane family wish to recognize publicly the wonder-
ful support which the community has given to the business through-
out its long history.

It is not yet determined exacdy how the Trust's funds will be used,
but there is an intention that at least one important object will be
the propagation of those principles of Design and Craftsmanship by
which the house of Gane would like to be remembered.
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